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SUMMARY 

A geometric interpretation of the invariants of a three--dimensional 
tensor is developed. With this interpretation, _the yield criterion for 
three-dimensional plastic deformation is given geometric expression 
similar to the Coulomb criterion of yielding for plane plastic deformation. 

It is discovered that the procedure conventionally used in triaxial 
tests to determine the yield criterion is not theoretically valid. An 
alternative method based on the geometric interpretation developed 
herein is suggested. 



GEOMETRIC INTERP~ETATION OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL 

YIELD CRITERION OF SOILS 

by 

Shunsuke Takagi· 

Introduction 

The author has developed a mathematical theory of the plasticity of an ideal soil 
having constant cohesi.on and friction angle. This soil, for convenience, is called 
c<j>-material (Takagi, 1962). The theory was developed mainly for plane p+astic defor
mation. It was demonstrated, under the assumption that the axes of principal stress 
and principal strain rate are coincident (Saint'- Venant' s postulate) (Hill, 1956), that 
the Coulomb criterion of yielding for plane deformation is equivalent to the restriction 
to in-plane deformation of the Drucker and Prager ( 19 53) criterion of yielding for 
three-dimensional deformation. Saint-Venant's postulate is fulfilled for a· plastic 
metal and for a viscoelastic material, but is not necessarily true for a c<j>-material, as 
was shown by the author (Takagi, 1962h In fact, the deviation from Saint-Venant's 
postulate leads to the characteristics of a c<j>-material that satisfactorily represents 
an idealization of actual soils. 

The mathematical study mentioned above (Takagi, 1962) suggests that an idealiza~ 
tion of actual soil for even the general three-dimensional deformation may be. hoped for, 
although, because of the differing axes of the stress and· strain-rate tensors, it is not 
yet known whether the three-dimensional yield criterion is coincident with the Drucker 
and Prager yield criterion. The three-dimensional yield criterion, if different from the 
Drucker and Prager yield criterion, must become coincident with it when the tensor 
axes coincide. When the motion is not free in the three-dimensional space, the three
dimensional yield criterion thus established will give various yield criteria by eliminating 
some components of the stress tensor as a result of the restriction imposed upon the 
motion. The objective of the present paper is to describe an experimental procedure for 
determining the three-dimensional yield criterion of idealized soils. The experimental 
procedure is much easier, at least for the first few steps, than the mathematical pro
cedure, which is almost impossible at present because of mathemat~cal difficulties. 

Geometric interpretat.ion of tensor invariants 

It must first be mentioned that one circle 1n a set of three-dimensional Mohr 
circles is not an invariant, although the three circles en bloc are an invariant. The 
reason for this is that, when the notations for the ·principal axes are interchanged,· the 
names of the circles are interchanged also. The three-dimensional yield criterion 
must be determined by three-dimensional te~sor invariants. 

The invariants, J 2 and J 3 , of the stress tensor convenie-ntly used in the theory of 
plasticity are the invariants of the deviatoric stress tensor 

[
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in which a prime on O"x, O"y' and 0"~ shows that they are deviatoric, that is: 

()"~ = O"x ~cr, 

where 

0"' y ()"' z 
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The principal values are det ern1ined by solving for s the cubic equation 

S 3 
- J 2S + J 3 = 0 ( 4) 

that is found from the determinant 

<T~ - s Txy Txz 

Tyx <T' - s y Tyz 0. ( 5) 

Tzx Tzy <T~ - s 
J 2 andJ 3 are 

and 

where <Ti, <T~, and <T3 are the deviatoric principal stresses determined as the roots of 
- eq 4, and <TI, <T2 , and <T3 are the usual principal stresses: 

<Ti = <Ti +0:: (i = 1, 2, 3}. ( 6) 

In order to have a geometric interpretation of J 2 and J 3 , an expression of the roots 
of a cubic ·equation in the form of eq 4 is employed (Chrystal, 1961; Barnard and Child, 
1936; Archbold, 1958). DetermineR and f3 by 

and 

J3 = :} R 3 cos 3f3; 

then, the roots of eq 4 are 

s1 = R cos f3 

S2 R cos (f3- ~TI) 
s3 = R cos ~ + ;TI) 

in which R is chosen to be positive. 

It must first be demonstrated that 

- 1 ~ 4J 3 I R 3 ~ 1 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

( 10) 

( 11) 

( 12) 

so that eq 8 can be solved for real valu~s of f3. Because all three roots of eq 4 are 
assumed to be real, the discriminant of eq 4 is negative or equal to zero; that is,' 

) 

, I 

(t J 3 
2 

; (t J 2 )
3 

• : 

Substitution from eq 7 yields 

(4J 3 /R
3 )z = (t J ,)j(t J z )' • 

The last two equations prove that eq 12 is valid. -: 

For the second stage of proof, use is made of the trigonometric identities 
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cos f3 + cos ~- ~1T) + cos~ + ~1T) = 0, 

cos r> cos ~ - ;lf) + cos ~- ;lf) cos~ + ~lf) 

+ cos (!3 + ~1T) cos !3 = -i, 

cos !3 cos ~- ~1T) cos (!3 + ~1T) = i cos 3f3, 

which yield the following relations: 

~1 + ~2 + ~3 = 0 

~1~2 + ~2~3 + ~3~1 = -i R 2 = -J2 

~1 ~2 ~3 = i R 3cos 3!3 = -J 3 • 

3 

The last three relations show that ~ 1 , ~ 2 , and ~ 3 , defined by eq 9, 10, and 11 respec
tively, are the roots of eq 4. 

Therefore, the principal stresses may be expressed as: 

Cf1 cr + R cos 13 

cr2 =a= +Rcos~-;1T) 

0"3 = 1T + Rcos~ + ~1T) 
leading to the geometric interpretation illustrated in Figure 1. 

1------ fi-------- R____..j 

Figure 1. Geometric representation of 
stress invariants. 

( 13) 

( 14) 

( 15) 

A circle of radius R is drawn with center at point C located cr from p~nt 0. Points P 1 , 

P 2 , and P 3 are located on the circle with the central angles f3, ~- ;1T- )• and ~· + ;1T). 

respectively. !3 is most.easily determined by eq 13. Normals toOC from P 1 ; P 2 , and 
P 3 locate Q 1 , Q 2 ,. and Q 3 respectively: Then, OQ1 ,, OQ2 , and OQ3 represent cr1 , cr2 , and 
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o-3 'from eq 13, 14, and 15, respectively. R-and !3 are also tensor invariants. The 
circle. introduced here will be called the tensor invariant ·circle in this paper. 

Let 

o-1 ? <Tz ? <T3 ( 1 6) 

1T 1T 
then, !3 may be 0 ~ !3 ~ 3 or :- 3 ~!3~ 0. For convenience use: 

0 ; !3 ; 1. (1 7) 

It is interesting to see how o= and R change with fixed <T1 and <T3 • Put 

<Tz = s <T1 + (1 - s ) <Tz' 

in which 

Then, 

and 

( 18) 

( 19) 

( 20) 

(21) 

In Figure 2, s = 0, and !3 = 0, when <Tz = o-3 , and the vertical side P 2 P 3 of the 
equilateral triangle is normal to OC through Q 3 • Similarly, s = 1 and !3 = 2TI/3, when 
<Tz = o-1 , and the vertical side P 1 P 2 of the equilateral triangle is at Q 1 • The radius R 
is d·) (<T1 -<T3 ) for both cases. R becomes minimum with the valueR= (1/-Ff) (<T1 -<T3), 

when s = i and <Tz = (<Tl + <TJ)/2.-

. ( 

~--

0 
I 

{3 = 0 

0" = ~ ( CT1 + 2 CT3 ) 

R = ~ ( CTI - CT 3 ) 

0 
I 

CT = tt2CT1.+CT3l 

R = 1t0j -CT3) 

Figure 2. Tensor invariant circle and Mohr 
circle for o-2 = o- 3 (upper) and o-2 = o-1 (lower). 
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Three-dimensional yield criterion and its 
application to the triaxial test 

The Drucker and Prager ( 1953) criterion of yielding may be written as: 
1 

5 

J 2
2 -A.J 1 = k (22) 

in which A. and k are positive constants. It should be noted that a positive sign is used 
to indicate coffipressive stress herein. 

It is remarkable that eq 22 has the same form as the Coulomb criterion of yielding 
for plane plastic deformation. When J 1 and J 2 are substituted from eq 3 and 7, eq 22 
becomes: 

in which 

and 

v = ( 2 I >13) k. 

The Coulomb criterion of yielding may be written as 

@ = <f2 sin <P + c cos <P, 

where @ and (f2 are the radius and the coordinate of the center of the Mohr circle, 
respectively. 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

( 2 6) 

Beca.use sin <P ~ 1, the similarity between eq. 23 and 26 leads to the conclusioh that 
when 

( 2 7). 

the series of tensor invariant circles with centers on <r axis are. enveloped by a set of 
straight lines. When~-1>1, there is no envelope to the tensor invariant circles (e.g., 
Fig. 3, where~ = 2). W.hen 1-1 = 1, evidently the left-hand side points of intersection 
with the (f axis are coincident. Even if an envelope does not exist, eq 23 expresses 
the yield criterion. 

It) It) 0 
0 0 ci 
II II II II 

lb Jb lb tb 

0 N. rti 
II II If II. 

(t: (t: (t: a: 

F_igure· 3. Series of tensor invariant circles 
for R = 2 a=- + 1 ( 1-1 = 2, v = 1). 
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It is interesting to see, in the case of the Drucker and Prager criterion of yielding 
o·btained as an extension of the Coulomb criterion of yielding for plane deformation on 
the assumption that Saint- Venant's postulate is fulfilled, that 

1 

.\ = sin 0;>/ [ 3(3 + sin2 <j>)]
2 

(28) 

and 

k = 3\c cqt dj>, (29) 

which satisfies the condition of eq 27 for the existence of the straight line envelope.* 
Substituting from eq 24 and 25, d;> and c in eq 28 and 29 are expressed by ·1-1 and v: 

tan d;> = r../31-1/ [ 2Ji7]' ( 30) 

and 

c = v tan dj>. ( 31) 

Generally speaking, the yield criterion is a function of J 1 , J 2 , and J 3 (Hill, 1956; 
p. 15), or o=, R, and {3. Equation 22 does contain J 1 and J 2 , but not J 3 • However, 
( 1) eq 22 satisfies the requirement that, under the assumption that Saint- Venant' s 
postulate is fulfilled, the Drucker and Prager criterion of yielding must become the 
Coulomb criterion of yielding in the case of plane deformation; (2) eq 22 is the only 
form that satisfies this requirement (Takagi, 1962); and, finally, (3) eq 22 is the 
simplest. Therefore, it will be convenient to use eq 22 or 23, even for the case in 
which Saint- Venant' s postulate is not :necessarily fulfilled. Then, we must accept the 
possibility that\ (or iJ.) and k (or v} contain both {3 and the angles of discrepancy from 
Saint-Venant's postulate,· sayai (i = 1, 2, 3) for convenience (that is, the angles 
showing the discrepancy between the directions of the principal axes of the three
dimensional stress tensor and strain-rate tensor). ·If the envelope of the series of 
tensor invariant circles is not a set of straight lines, a possible explanation will be 
that either {3 or ai, or both of them, contained as arguments of ...., anq·v, are changing 
with o=. 

We may assume that, when {3 and Ui do not change, 1-1 and v are probably constants. 
Change of the boundary conditions, that is, change of configuration of the boundary and 
the exte'rnal stresses on the boundary, may caus'e changes in ai and/ or {3, and conse
quently in 1-1 and v. When the changes of 1-1 and v can be desc-ribed as functions of (f, R 
is a function of a= and a series of tensor invariant s:ircles has an envelope, although this 
is not necessarily a straight line. However, if the changes of 1-1 and v involve other 
parameters than cr, a system of principal stress circ-les drawn for the failure of the 
system' under test does not necessarily have an envelope. In this case, the geometric 
determination of the yield criterion is impossible. The only possible determination 
of the three-dimensional yield criterion in this case will be by graphs of R and li under 
the given condition of the test. -

The Mohr circle drawn in Figure 2 "irith Q1 and Q 3 as a diameter is not directly . 
related to the yield criterion. Hence, th1e procedure conve'ntionally used .in the triaxial 
test to determine the yield criterion is ·n~t valid. The use of principal stress circles 
is, however, theoretically valid. · 

Example. Table I shows the effective lateral pressure (psi), 0"3 , and the ''deviator" 
stress· (psi), O"I - 0"3 , in a triaxial test. 

¥\in eq 29 is missing in eq 219 of Takagi, 1962. Note that pis used in Takagi, 1962, 
instead of dj>. 

, 
J 

I 
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Specimen 
no. 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Table I., Data for the example 
(Gibbs, et al., 1960, p. 110). 

Effective lateral 
pres sure (psi) 

2.9 
4.0 
6.9 
9. 1 

15. 2 
28~8 

"Deviator" stress 
(psi) 

13.4 
15. 2 
19. 2 
23.9 
34.3 
61.4 

7 

This test is conducted under the condition that O"z = O"J. From these values, (f and R 
for tensor invariant circles are calculated by: 

(32) 

and 

(33) 

The coordinate of the center, (fin_, and the radius, O"r' of the Mohr circle are calculated 
by 

(34) 

and 
( 3 5) 

The relation between (f and R is illustrated in Figure 4. 

Values of O"m and O"r are not shown in this paper, but it is found that the series of 
Mohr circles has almost a straight line envelope, from which~ and <j> are determined 
to be 

and 
c = 3. 0 psi. 

Figure 4 shows that R and <r have almost a straight line relationship, from which l.l 
and v are determined: 

l.l = 0. 73 

and 

v = 3. 5 psi. 

( 3 6) 

( 3 7) 

( 3 8) 

(39) 

If Saint- Venant' s postulate is fulfilled, eq 30 and 31 may be used to calculate <j> and c 
for plane plastic deformation. Thus, 

( 40) 

and 

c = 3. 24 psi. ( 41) 

The c in eq 3 7 is not much different from the~ in eq 41, but <j> in eq 40 is much larger 
than 4> in eq 3 6. 
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CT, psi 
Figure 4. Graph of lf and R of the tensor invariant circles of the example. 
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